Across
1. The gold ring had ____ value.
4. The house was not ____ through the fog.
6. We read about a ____ knight.
9. The adorable cat is ____.
12. Her ____ idea produced a great invention.
14. His small error was not ____.
15. I bought the tickets from an ____.
17. Skating is nearly ____ on rough ice.
18. Is this fabric ____?
19. The shy child was ____ to speak.

Down
1. My doctor is experienced and ____.
2. Who is ____ for the accident?
3. The book was ____ to read.
5. She is ____ of current events.
7. His ____ drawing won a prize.
8. Your plan to row to Africa is not ____.
10. Her happiness is ____ from her smile.
11. Is that snowy road still ____?
13. Roses are ____ flowers.
16. The lawyer wrote a letter to her ____.